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The Rewilding Institute
I SET MY TOILET PAPER afame and
stand. A movement over my shoulder
catches my eye. I turn my head. A
black wolf walks past me less than 100
feet away. It glances at me and continues unhurried on its chosen path across
the tundra. A minute or so later, it

dard of land heath for me, or, as
Leopold would have said, a new "base
datum of normality." With all native
species present in ecologically effective
population densities and free to wander..
over hundreds of miles of unfettered

issues. In all of these efforts, I worked
with wonderfl colleagues.
After leaving Earth First!, in
December Of1990 John Davis and I
sat down to plan a new conservation

land~for whim or ancient urges~the

magazine~ Wíld Earth. One of our

fades away over a rise.

Thelon is normaL. It's what land should

I am standing with my pants
around my ankles in the middle of tens
of milions of acres of unbroken Arctic

be like. It's what )and was like before
we began to stomp our wil over it.
Canoeing the Thelon River for
17 days gave me àn unmatched chance
to mull over my past years and think
about the next chapter in my conservation life. For the 33 years I've been
in conservation, my strategy has been

major goals was to blend traditional
wilderness and wildlife conservation

tundra between Hudson's Bay and the
Great Slave Lae.
to Aldo Lepold

My mind drifts back
in 1936. Afer a bow-

hunting trip to Mexico's Sierra Madre,

he understoo that, for the first time

in his life, he had seen a heathy landscape. So it is with me this August of
2003. The Thelon Gae Sanctua
and a vast sweeping swath around it
may not be pristine (nothing is in the

twenty-first centu), but it is as wild
as land comes today--untrameled,
self-wiled, self-regulating.

Although I've ben in many
wilderness area over the last 40-some

years, the Thelon has set a new stan-
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management debate and to create new

with the science of conservation biolo-

gy. The first issue of Wí/d Earth in the

spring of 1991 showcased that goal.
As the first issue was being published,
the eminent scientist Michael SOulé

wrote me to suggest a small meeting
of conservation activists and biologists

fied to a pole star of finding and then

to talk about an ecological vision for

pushing new approaches to protect
wildlands and wildlife. I first helped
to found American Rivers to focus

North America. That meeting was

more attention on the "forgotten"
sYStem of

National Wild and Scenic

Rivers. In The Wilderness Society I
worked hard to get conservationists
to prioritize Forest Service and BLM
roadless areas. With Earh First!, I
aimed to expand the terms of the land

hosted by Doug Tompkins in the fall
of 1991 and created what was to
become the Wildlands Project. From
their respective beginnings I have
served as the executive editor and later
publisher of Wí/d Earth and chairman
of the Wildlands Project. I am proud
of how Wí/d Earth and the Wildlands

Project have helped to create a twenty-

pen-and-ink by Tracy Brooks

first century conservation movement
that emphasizes ecological values.

active species, such as wolves, are here
in ecologically effective populations.

vation community.

(In 2004, Island

Press will publish my book, Rewilding

They play their role in shaping and
regulating other species and the

North Ameica, which will cover the
ideas and strategies of continental-

pole star of effective Nature conservation, but to do so in a new canoe.

ecosystem. Second, an area the size

scale conservation in detaiL.)

of, say, New Mexico and Arizona, is

This summer, just before my Thelon

unfragmented by the works of hwnans.

trip, I set up (with the support of the
Wildlands Project Board of Directors)

Whether you are a muskox, Arctic

The Rewilding Institute-an inde-

scape is permeable for your movement

pendent nonprofit "think tank" dedicated to developing and promoting

for hundreds of miles. Ecologically

I look forward to working with
friends and colleagues across North
America on this exciting new project.
In this dark political time in the
United States, with a "shock and
awe" war being waged against more

Now it is time for me to move
on-to continue paddling toward that

ideas and strategies that advance con-

tinental-scale conservation in North
America, I have left the Wildlands
Project to become executive director
The Rewilding Instiand a fellow of
tute, although I will continue to write
for Wild Earth.
The Rewilding Institute's overar-

ching goal is to combat the extinction
crisis. But for me personally, it is a
welcome shift that will allow me to
step back from the very detailed kind
of work that goes into drafting regional wildlands network designs so that I
can focus more on the big picture, as
Doug Tompkins has always encouraged me. In The Rewilding Institute,
I will have time to work with conservation ideas and wrap them into new
public presentations on continentalscale conservation, As a "think tank,"
albeit an activist one, The Rewilding
Institute wil work with the whole
conservation community. We'll continue exploring the fundamental question AIdo Leopold raised a half century ago: What are the characteristics of
land?
Here, the Thelon country teaches.
First, native species thrive in more or
less their natual densiry. Highly interhealthy land, normal

tern, lake trout, or blackfly, the land-

highly interactive species and landscape permeabiliry
are the foundation for continental-scale
conservation-for rewilding. *
But even the Thelon is not big
enough. The Thelon country and conservation exprience, along with current
scientific reseach and theory, tell us:
effective populations of

To do serious conseration in North

Ameica, we must do conseration on the
scale of

North Ameica.

This is the message of The
Rewilding Institute. In order to be ,
quick and nimble to spread that message, The Rewilding Institute has an
organizational philosophy-ro stay
small, lean, anc: focused, with minimwn overhead, staf, and bureaucracy,
Much of its work will be done
through Rewilding Institute fellows
of two kinds: Science Fellows and
Conservation Fellows. Science Fellows,

than a century of bipartisan conserva-

tion achievement, we conservationists
need a hopeful vision to buoy

us

through the attacks and to inspire
people with hope for the future, And
we need to be prepared with bold
ideas and strategies when the political landscape changes for the better,
I pledge to you that I will do my best
to bring to more people that vision of
continental conservation.

"" Dave Foreman

Lookout Point, Thelon Game

Sanctuary (l know I know I'm sitting
in Albuquerque writing this, but part
of me is still-and ever will be-

standing with pants do, ,blackflies
all around enthralled by the wol/so

at hom, so in place-a wildeor in
a wil-der-ness.)

The Rewilding Institute will need your

including Michael Soulé and Brian

help. As do i. If you are interested in

Miller, will develop and advocate the
ideas and strategies of continentalscale conservation, while Conservation
Fellows wil help to get these ideas
and strategies embraced by the larger
conservation community. We have a
clear strategy of how to embed a hope-

supporting The Rewilding Institute and

address to receive a fact sheet that

fu vision of continental-scale conser-

explains what we are going to do and

vation throughout the broader conser-

how we are going to do it.

being informed of ongoing projects, you
can reach us at: The Rewilding Institute,

P.O, Box 13768, Albuquerque, NM,

87192; 505-292-9764; eltigredavecs
comcast.net. Please provide a mailing

* Michael Soulé and his fellow researchers layout the concept of ecologically effective populations of highly interactive species in a recent issue of Conseration
Biology. Soulé, Michael E" James A, Estes, Joel Berger, and Carlos Martinez del Rio, 2003, "Ecological Effectiveness, Conservation Goals for Interactive
Species," Conseration Biology 17(5) Octobet: 1238-125°,
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(LETTERS)
I JUST READ and thoroughly enjoyed
Dave Foreman's Around the Campfire
essay on American populism (sum2003). I related deeply, being
mer/fall
the spawn of

Scots-Irish frontier/red-

neck/white-trash culture myself. I

laughed numerous times while reading it, recalling the raucous, vehement
arguments I've had over the years with
very intelligent yet ultra redneck kinfolk, like the time one of my numerous uncles (I'll call him "Uncle
Ponder" to confound the jackbooted
thugs) shot a reintroduced

fisher in Wisconsin as a "varmint."
That argument raged for the
entire deer hunting season. This was
in the ealy 1980s, when I was a

graduate student radio-tracking pine
martens, searching unsuccessfully for

fishers in Washington State, and formulating strategies for recovering oldgrowth-dependent wildlife species.
The argument ranged over all the

expected diatribes: Wisconsin DNR
biologists as communist conspirators,
wildlife researchers as clueless college
boys, wolves as devils with no place in
America, etc. I countered with scientific evidence and logic, which Uncle
Ponder brushed roughly aside as
"nothin' but book learnin'."
I came real close to turning in
my father's brother as a poacher, but
the arguments had an effect. Several

years later Uncle Ponder confessed
to my father that I had influenced

THE LATEST Around the Campfire

2003J is, perhaps, the most enjoyable

("The Dark Side of American Populism," summer/fall 2oo3J is a gem.
I come from a Scots-Irish, Scottish

aricle I've ever discovered in the magazine (and I say that with some reservation, not intending to slight the many

lowlands clan, many of whom fled

other fine writers who populate the

to North Ireland. My da came to
Canada in his early 20S, just before
World War II. Our clan crest is an
oak tree in fruit, with a crosscut

rag). More Bowden!

motto "Through." It was struck to
commemorate the escape from punishment of a "noble" ancestor (for a
slaying), who posed as a woodcutter,
and was not captured. This Hamilton,
a forester by training, is stil posing as
a woodcutter, but is really a tree hugger or even a druid.
Lawrence S. Hamilton
Charlotte, Vernt

THE "FACING THE SERPENT" issue

(sumer/fal.l 2003J is terrific, perhaps
the best ever for my money.
Wes Jackson

Salina, Kansas

IN THE OTHERWISE excellent interview with Paul Ehrlich (summer/fall
2oo3J, there was one thing that con-

cerned me. That was Ehrlich's use of

of Ecosystem Management?" sum-

a figure of "409 milion" for the U.S.
population circa 2050, It seems to
me that the reality is likely to be a
lot larger number.
I'm not sure where the 409 mil-

mer/fall 2oo3J was one of the most

lion figure came from, but in aricles

unusual and pr9vocative pieces in

on population in the mass media, a figure of 400 milion seems to be popular

THE RECENT article in Wild Earth
on redneck conservation ("Are
Rednecks the Unsung Heroes

a long time. I've passed it around
my department in the College of

lately. Perhaps this comes from, the

Agriculture-where redneck-hood

Census Bureau; if so, we should
remember that this agency has consistently underestimated future population projections for decades. Whatever
the source, the current rate of population increae simply does not support
such low numbers. In the absence of
any clea indication of a serious decline
in either birth rates or immigration
rates (and I fail to see either on the
horizon), it seems to me to be wishfu

is considered, by and large, a moral
virtue. With this sort of writing, the
Wildlands Project may end up with
some new alles!
Jeffrey A. Lockwood
Laramie, Wýoming

longer shot fishers or other varmints
on sight. Now he enjoys watching
them from his deer stand and is excit-

I'VE LIKED Charles Bowden since

edthat wolves have returned to the

always one of those writers that kept

state-and hangs a fisher photo I took
Wayne Dd Spenc;er

you on the page regardless of whatever
else you needed to be doing. But his
latest contribution to Wild Earth takes

San Diego, Califoria

the cake. "Snaetime" (sumer/fal
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Birmingham, Alabama

(frame) saw on the trunk, and the

his way of thinking, and that he no

over his bed at our family log cabin.

Ned Mudd

the Frog Mountain Blue days. He was

thinkng to assume such a decline at
some indefinite future date. Afer all,
it's possible that futue growth rates

